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Let K be a real (= formally real) field, X = X(K) the topological space of all 
orderings of K[15, p. 631 and W(K) the Wittring of the nondegenerated bilinear- 
forms over K. In the terminology of this work (Section 2) we call J(K/Q(K)) 
the torsion-part of W(K) which also is known to be its nilradical [14]. 
Let C(X, Z) be the ring of all continuous functions X -+ Z (Z provided with 
discrete topology). Then we get a homomorphism sign: W(K) -+ C(X, Z) 
defined by (sign(p))(P) := sign,(p) = signature of p at P. A well known 
theorem of Pfister [16] states that the sequence 
is exact. So it must be considered as a main task in the theory of reduced Wittrings 
to characterize the elements of sign W(K) among the functions f tz C(X, Z). 
We shall prove in Section 5 (see Theorem 5.3): The function f E C(X, H) lies 
in sign W(K) if and only if&,=f(P) E 0 mod &(K* : T*) for all fans T with 
(K* : T*) < CO. Fans are special preorderings (see Section 5) which turn out 
to be of great importance in other contexts, too [l, 31. 
The description of sign W(K) in C(X, Z) was also attacked by R. Brown [8] 
and settled for the case that K admits only finitely many real places. For the 
general case he was led to a conjecture which (in his terminology) states that all 
fields are exact. We shall prove this conjecture in Section 6. 
These results depend on a “local” construction in Section 4, due to A. 
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Tschimmel, and two local-global principles for reduced forms which will be 
derived in Section 3 (one of them was essentially already found in [2]). We use 
the generalized theory of reduced Wittrings in the sense of [l], i.e. we factorize 
not only by forms (1, -t) where 0 # t is a sum of squares but we allow t to 
belong to an arbitrary fixed preordering T. This point of view turns out to be 
essential even for the study of ordinary reduced Wittrings. 
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
K always denotes a real field; for A C K we set A* := A\(O). Q(K) = 
{Cxr” I xi~W. 
By a valuation $ of K we mean a Krull-valuation, which may be identified 
with its valuation ring R6 . Then we denote by 16 , U, , K6 , 1 IQ and 1 K Id 
respectively the valuation ideal, the group of units, the residueclass-field, the 
value and the group of values which is K*/U, u {O}. Thus 1 a Id = aU* holds. 
For A C K we set 1 A I& for (1 a Id 1 a E A}. p = (aI ,..., a,) = diagonalized 
symmetric bilinear form with coefficients ui . 
R[Gj = groupring of the ring R and the group G. N, Z, Q, 08 = natural, 
integer, rational and real numbers, respectively. 
Symbols which often occur and the places where they are introduced: 
X = X(K): Section 1, beginning; Td , Pb , T,’ *.*: after Proposition 1.3; 
G(T): after Proposition 1.3; T 4: Lemma 1.4; S,: Remark 1.6; + (semiord., 
subfield): Example 1.7; pr: Section 2; W(K/T); Section 2; J(K/T): Section 2, 
C(X/T, Z): Section 2; p(T, +): Proposition 3.1; 4 (preordering): after Corollary 
3.2; X,: Section 4, beginning; G,: Section 4, beginning; pd: before Theorem 
4.3; p,J: Remark 4.6; (b (place): Section 6, beginning; M/T: Section 6, beginning; 
X(P): Section 6, beginning; T,: Proposition 6.1; pu: after Remark 6.2; pU: after 
Remark 6.2; @,: before Remark 6.3; GU,l: after Remark 6.3; @,,U: after 
Remark 6.3; &I, CL): after Remark 6.3. 
1. T-MODULES 
Throughout this section let K be a real field and T C K a preordering of K 
thatmeansTfTCT,T.TCT,K2CTand-l$T. 
We denote by X(K) or X the topological space [15, p. 631 of all orderings P 
of K and by X/T the subspace of all orderings P with P 3 T (here we identify 
the orderings with their positive cones). Thus we have 
T = n P and in particular (Q)K = (I P 
PEXIT PGX 
DEFINITION 1 .I [l]. A subset S C K is called T-module if S + S C S and 
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T S C S. The T-module S is named normed, if 1 E S and anisotropic, if 
Ci”=, tisi = 0 for ti E T, si E S implies tisi = 0 for i = l,..., n. 
A maximal anisotropic T-module S has the property that K = S u -S and 
Sn-S=(O). Then we can define a,<b if b--aES for a,bEK, thus 
getting a group-ordering of K+, for which a < b implies at < bt for all 
a, b E K and t E T. Conversely a group-ordering of K+ with the above property 
comes from a maximal anisotropic T-module. Let T1 , T, be preorderings with 
T1 C T, . Then of course each T,-module can be considered as T,-module. 
In particular each maximal T-module S is a semiordering in the sense of Prestel 
[17]. Instead of maximal anisotropic normed T-module we shall say T-semi- 
ordering (for a thorough study of semiorderings and T-modules see [17, 18, 1,2]). 
We mainly need the following 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [17]. An archimedean T-semiordering of K is an ordering. 
Here archimedean means that the corresponding relation < is archimedean. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. A normed T-module S, is the intersection of all T-semi- 
orderings S with S 1 T. 
Now let 4 be a Krull-valuation of K. Remember that a preordering T of K 
is called compatible with 4, if 1 + I* C T. Then we denote by T6 the induced 
preordering on K* , i.e. T,: = {t + I6 1 t E T n R4} (for the notion of com- 
patibility we refer to [9, 13, 3, 41). Let O(T) be the set of those Krull-valuations 
which are compatible with at least one ordering P E X/T. For 4 E 52(T) we denote 
T* the intersection of all preorderings T’ with the properties that T C T’ and T’ 
is compatible with 4. Then T* itself has these properties. 
LEMMA 1.4. T* = T1 := {C tiei 1 ti E T, ei E 1 + &). 
Proof. Of course we have T1 C T,; on the other hand T C T, , 1 + I6 C T1 
and T1 is a preordering, thus T6 C T1 . 
PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION 1.5. Let S be a T-semiordering and 4 E Q(T). 
The following properties are equivalent 
(a) (1 + IdIS C S. 
(b) T*S C S (S is a T*-semiordering). 
If these properties hold, S is called compatible with 4. Furthermore the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(a’) (1 + &)(S n u6) C S, 
(b’) Td(S A U,) C S. 
If these properties hold, S is called partially compatible with 4. 
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Proof. In each case the equivalence is a direct consequence of lemma 1.4. 
Remark 1.6. For an ordering PE X/T “compatible” and “partially com- 
patible” are equivalent properties. If the T-ordering S is partially compatible 
with $, then S, : = {t + I6 ] t E S n R,} is a (Td)+-semiordering of & . 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Let S be a T-semiordering and E a subfield of K. Then 
R, := {X E K / ex. y E E with x + y, x - y E S} is valuationring of a valuation 
E which is partially compatible with S. (& , S,) is archimedean over the image 
of the order-preserving canonical imbedding (E, S) -+ (& , S,). We denote 
this valuation E by $(S, E). For the proof of the above facts we refer to [17]. 
In general S is not compatible with +(S, E); in fact Prestel [18, (7.17)] gives an 
example of a semiordering which is not compatible with any valuation. 
2. REDUCED FORMS 
In this section we recall some facts on reduced forms. Proofs for the sub- 
sequent statements can be found in [l]. We fix a real field K with a preordering 
T C K and denote by W(K) the Wittring of nondegenerated symmetric 
bilinear forms (we’ll call them just forms) over K. The symbol (al ,..., a,), 
ai E K*, means the diagonalized formC% aixa2. 
Two forms p = (a, ,..., a,) and 7 are called T-equivalent, if p can be trans- 
formed into r by a chain of transformations of the following type: 
(i) equivalent transformation, 
(ii) replacing p = (a, ,..., a,) by (t,a, ,..., tnan), ti E T*. 
We call the T-equivalence class of p a mod T reduced form and denote it by 
pT = <a, ,..., a&. The T-module D,(p) := Ta, + ... + Ta, depends only 
on pr . It is anisotropic iff tla, + ... + tnan = 0 for ti E: T implies that all 
ti = 0, in which event p is called T-anisotropic. Otherwise p is called T-isotropic. 
One has the obvious notions of T-hyperboZic forms and of sums and products 
of mod T reduced forms. Clearly the Witt-cancellation-law holds. A form 
decomposes mod T uniquely into a sum of T-anisotropic and a T-hyperbolic 
form. 
So one can define the mod T reduced Wittring W(K/T) of T-similarity classes 
in the usual way. Let J(K/T) be the ideal of W(K) which is generated by the 
forms (1, -t>, t E T*, and C(X/T, Z) the ring of continuous functions X/T + Z 
(H provided with the discrete topology). Then we have 
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THEOREM 2.1 [16, 11. Ttre sequences 
are exact. 
0 + J(K/T) -+ W(K) ---L W(K/T) -+ 0 
0 --f J(K/T) -+ W(K) - C(X/T, Z) 
Here the map r is canonical and sign is the signature-map ranging over X/T. 
Pfisters theorem is related to the case where T = Q(K): then X/T = X and 
J(K/T) = torsion-part of W(K). (A generalization of Pfisters theorem to rings is 
found in [12].) 
The goal of this work is to describe the image of sign in C(X/T, Z) which by 
theorem 2.1 is isomorphic to W(K/T), the isomorphism being given by 
<al ,..., a& Pi--t 2 sign, (a,). 
i=l 
Thus we call the functions of C(X/T, E) which lie in sign W(K) represented by 
f or?n.s. 
By the theorem we have a criterion for a form to be T-hyperbolic but we need 
also criteria for T-isotropy. They will be derived in the next section. 
3. CRITERIA FOR T-ISOTROPY 
Once more we fix a real field K with a preordering T. The “local” situation 
is described by the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let + be a K&l-valuation of K which is compatible with T. 
Then for p = (aI ,..., a,,) the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) p is T-anisotropic. 
(b) I ~~, hai Id = max, / &a, I6 for all t, ,..., t, E T with {tl ,..., t,} # (O}. 
(c) All residueclass-forms pi( T, #I) are T,-anisotropic. 
Here the residueclass-forms pi( T, 4) are constructed as follows: Divide 
ial ,..., a,} into classes, where ai and ai belong to the same class, if / ai IQ E 
] ai Id mod 1 T* Id . Now by T-equivalence and scaling we obtain for each class 
a diagonalized form with elements in U, from which we get the pi( T, 4) by 
passage to residueclasses. The pi( T, $) depend up to T,-equivalence and scaling 
only on the T-equivalence-class of p, if p is T-anisotropic. We omit the easy 
proof of this proposition. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For 4 E Q(T) and p = (a, ,..., a,) the following statements 
are equivalent: 
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(a) p is Tknisotropic. 
(b) I Ck wi lm = maxi / tiai j6for aZZ t, ,..., t, E T with {tl ,..., t,} # (0). 
This follows from Proposition 3.1 by Lemma 1.4. 
For a preordering T’ of K we denote by +( T’) the finest Krull-valuation which 
is compatible with T’. Now for A C K* we define Q( T, A) := {$ E Q(T) 1 ex. 
a, b E A with 1 a I6 f 1 b I+ mod ) T* IQ} and 
X(T, A) := {P E X/T 1 / u (m(p) = I b ldcp) mod I T* h for all a7 b E 4 
THEOREM 3.3. The quadratic form p = (aI ,..., a,) is T-isotropic ;f and only 
if p is P-isotropic (indefinite) for all P E X(T, a, ,..., a,) and Td-isotropic for all 
4 E Q(T a, ,...> a,). 
For T = Q(K) this is Kriterium (3.9) of [2]. I n order to prove the non-trivial 
part we assume that p fulfils the above conditions and is T-anisotropic. Without 
loss of generality a, = 1. By Proposition 1.3 there is a T-semiordering S with 
a, e S for i = l,..., n. By assumption and Proposition 1.2 S is non-archimedean. 
Thus the valuation K := #(S, Q) is non-trivial where Q is the prime-field of K. 
We claim: 
K lies in Q(T, a, ,..., a,) (1) 
By Proposition 1.2 and Example 1.7 S, is an archimedean ordering of K, 
hence T(S n U) is a preordering which can be extended to an ordering P where 
PiscompatiblewithK.NowifK$G(T, ui ,..., u,),thenu, ,..., a,~ T(S n U)CP 
with P E SZ(T, a, ,..., a,). Contradiction. 
Now let E be a field which is maximal with the properties Q C E C K and 
E := +(S, E) E 52(T, a, ,..., a,). Moreover for each field L with E CL C K and 
E # L we get the valuation h := +(S. L). Let VA be the kernel of the natural 
homomorphism X : / K IF + / K IA . Set V : = nA VA . Of course V is a convex 
subgroup of the ordered group ! K IE . 
I’ is an archimedean ordered group. (2) 
Let < be the order-relation defined by S. Then for j x IE , 1 y jc E V, 1 < 
Ixjs< jyI,andx,yESwehave 
,<f# 
X 
for suitable polynomials f(x), g(x) E E[x], hence 
y < f (4 g(x) < 4(x) 
‘dx>” ‘go2 
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where q(x) is a suitable sum of squares in E[x]. The right hand side lies in T. 
Thus we can divide by q(x)/g( x )” without changing the inequality. By definition 
of E this means 
Since E is trivial on E, it is discrete on the transcendental extension E(x), hence 
1 y lE < j x 1: for a suitable n E N. This proves (2). 
Let 01 be the valuation which we obtain from E by coarsening with the convex 
subgroup V. There are 2 cases to be led to a contradiction. 
Case 1. a$ .n( T, a, ,..., a,). 
Since E belongs to Q(T, a, ,..., a,), by assumption and Corollary 3.2 there 
are elements t, ,..., t, E T, {tl ,..., tn} # {0}, with 
(3) 
Multiplication of the ti with some t E T* preserves this inequality. Since we are 
in case 1, we may assume that max 1 tiai jE E V. By (2) we get an inequality 
(4) 
for some c E K*. 
(If 1 Cy tiai lc 4 V take c = 1 for maxi j tiai IE 3 1 and c with j c jE = 
maxi j tiai jE if the latter is < 1.) 
So we can assume that 
(5) 
which together with (3) and the definition of c leads to a contradiction. 
Case 2. o! EQ(T, a, ,..., a,). 
For each h = +(S, L) with E CL C K and E # L we can assume that 
ai E S n VA for i = I,..., n. By Example 1.7 S is partially compatible with A. 
Hence in particular for all t, , . . . . t, E T: 
I2 1 wi = mt* I W, IA , (6) h 
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thus 
I i ‘fl t,a, ( = rn?x I tiai le mod V, 
for all such h. Therefore 
that is 
Hence by Corollary 3.2 the form p is To-isotropic. Contradiction. 
(7) 
COROLLARY 3.4. The form p is T-isotropic if and only if it is T’-isotropic for 
allpreorderings T’ with T’ 3 T and (K* : T’*) < CO. 
Proof. Assume that p = (a, ,..., a,) is T-anisotropic. We look for a pre- 
ordering T’ with T’ r> T and (K* : T’*) < 00 such that p is T’-anisotropic. 
If p is definite with respect to some ordering P E X/T, we are through. Otherwise 
by the theorem p is T”-anisotropic for some $ E Q( T, a, ,..., a,). Hence the 
residueclass-forms pi( T”, +), i = l,..., Y are (TQanisotropic by Proposition 3.1. 
From the definition of Q(T, a, ,..., a,) it follows that there is more than one 
residueclass-form. Thus by induction on dim p there are preorderings Ti , 
i=l ,..., r of Km with (T36 C Ti and (K,* : $?,*) < co such that pi(Td, 4) is 
T,-anisotropic. Then all pi( T”, 4) are T,-anisotropic where T,, = nI=, Ti . 
Again we have (Td), C T, and (K,* : T,,*) < co. Let U C \ K* Id/1 T* lm be a 
complement of the finite subgroup which is generated by the cosets I ui I6 I T* lb , 
i = l,..., n. 
We choose a family a, , p E M, of elements of K, such that the family 
1 a, I6 j T* Id , p E M, forms a If,-basis of U. Let A be the set of products of the 
form uU1 *+. a+, ~,iEMand~i#~j.ForTo:=(XEU~/X+ImE~~}set 
T’ := TAT, 
We claim that T’ is the preordering we look for: 
(1) T’ is a preordering. 
Of course T’ . T’ C T’ and K2T’ C T’. Now suppose that t, t’ E T’, aa’ E A 
and t, , t’, E T,, . If / tu Id = 1 t’a’ Id, then a = a’ by construction of A hence 
1 t I6 = It’ Id, thus tat, + t’a’t’, = tu(t, + t’t’,/t) E T’, since f/t G U, n T and 
lJ, n T C TO. If for instance 1 tu j6 > j t’a’ 16, then tat, + t’u’t’, = 
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tu(tO + t’a’t’,,(tu)-l) E TAT, , since t’a’t’,(ta)-r E Im . Now tat,, = - 1 implies 
1 ta I6 = 1, hence a = 1 and t E U, . Since T n U, C TO we get tat, = - 1 E T,, 
which is impossible. 
(2) T C T’. 
This is trivial. 
(3) (K* : T’*) < co. 
In fact we have (K* : T’*) = (I K* lb/j T* I6 : U)(K,* : T,,*). 
(4) The form p is T’-anisotropic. 
Assume that zr=, tiai = 0, ti E T’ and (2, ,..., tn} # (0). Then in particular 
1 Cz, tibi lm < maxi 1 t,bi I6 , where the bi range over those ui for which 1 tiui I6 
is maximal. Now / t,bi Id = 1 tjbj Id implies I t,t;’ jd = / b&l Id . By construction 
of T’ this means [ bi Id = I b, I.+ mod ( T* j6. Hence we may assume that 
I b IQ = I b lb and I 6 Id = I ti 14 . But then / xz, tibi I8 < maxi / t,b, Id 
implies that some residueclass-form pi( T*, $) is T,,-isotropic. Contradiction. 
4. REDUCTION TO RESIDUECLASS-FIELDS 
In this section we shall develop some kind of local theory of reduced forms 
which corresponds to Springer’s construction of residueclass-forms in the case 
of local fields or more generally to the computation of W(K) for Henselian fields 
[lo, Proposition 241. The main reference for this section is the diplom-thesis of 
A. Tschimmel [19]. We shall omit most of the proofs which are more or less 
straightforward. 
Let us fix a real field K, a preordering T C K and a nontrivial valuation 4 
of K which is compatible with T. We set X and X, for the topological spaces 
X(K) and X(K,) respectively, moreover G, for 1 K* l,J T* Id and G*+ for the 
topological charactergroup of G, (Gd provided with discrete topology). 
Let O: G+ -+ K*lT* be a section, i.e. a homomorphism, for which v 0 u = 
idIGmifvisthemap:uT*HIu/d] T*I,.Th e o f 11 owing constructions depend 
on this section. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The map r: X/T + X,/T* x G*,+,; PF+ (P* , xp) is a 
homeomorphism of topological spaces where xp(g) : = sign, u(g). 
Compare also [5]. From Proposition 4.1 we get 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The map 8: C(X,/T, , Z) @ C(G*, , Z) + C(X/T, Z) with 
6( f @ g)(P) = f (PJ g(xp) is an isomorphism of rings. 
Now let R(G*,+) C C(G*+ , Z) be the subring which is generated by the 
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continuous characters of G**. By the Pontryagin-duality theorem we have a 
canonical isomorphism iZ[G,J -+ R(G*,) which together with the signature map 
on X,/T* induces an injection 
K: W(&/T,)[G,I sz W(KaIT,) 0 W,l + WW, > z) 0 C(G*, > z) 
whose image is sign W(K,/T,) @ R(G*,). 
To combine these maps, we at last introduce the reduced residue-class form 
map (compare Proposition 3.1~) 
“: i 
W(K) - WGITdGI~ 
<a> - ((0 I Q I&” a + I& * I a lb I T Im ;
p* is surjective. 
With these notations we have 
THEOREM 4.3. The diagram 
commutes. Furthermore Ker sign = Ker p + = J(K, T). Inpurticulurf E C(X/T, Z) 
can be represented by a form iff S-l(f) E sign W(K,/T,) @ R(G*,). 
Remark 4.4. If G* is finite, then it is well known that the exponent of the 
group C(G*, , Z)/R(G*,) divides 1 G*$ j = 1 G6 1. In fact in our case GQ being 
an elementary abelian 2-group of order say 2n, C(G*,, Z)/R(G*m) is isomorphic to 
For later use we suppose that we have a second preordering T’ of K with T’ 3 T 
(hence T’ is compatible with 4) and 1 T’ Id = 1 T 16. We define a section 
a’: 1 K* Id/j T’* Irn + K*/T’* by u’(g) := o(g) T’* forg E 1 K* j&/l T’* I6 = GQ 
and corresponding to the above constructions we get maps 8, K’, p’,+ and sign’. 
Denoting by res the restriction map on rings of functions we get 
LEMMA 4.5. The diagram 
ww, E) 
res 
l WV’, Z) 
1 
a-’ 
1 
(W-1 
C(X,/T, , z) 0 ‘W*, , z) resBia l C(-%/T’~ 9 z) 0 W*m , z) 
commutes. Furthermore res o sign = sign’ and res @ id o K o p& = IC’ o p’). 
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Remark 4.6. As we mentioned, the above constructions depend on the choice 
of the section u. They become canonical if one calculates mod 2. In particular 
the map pd := pd followed by the natural map W(K,/T,)[G,] --+ Zj2Z @ 
WW~dG,I d oes not depend on u. 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF REDUCED FORMS 
Once more let K be a real field with X = X(K) and T a preordering of K. 
In this section we derive, as the main result of this work (theorem 5.3), a simple 
criterion to decide whether an element of C(X/T, Z) can be represented by a 
form. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 2 be a set of preorderings T’ 3 T with the property 
(*) A form p is T-isotropic $f p is T’-isotropic for all T’ E 2. Then 
f EZ! . 1 + 2C(X/T, Z) (where 1 = unit in C(X/T, Z)) can be represented by a 
form, if(andonly if) the same holdsfor the restriction off to XIT’for all T’ E 2. 
Proof. It is well known [12, Theorem 81 that for some n E N the function 2af 
is represented by a form p = <al ,..., ak). We may assume n = 1. In the follow- 
ing we deal with reduced forms and proceed by induction on k = dim pr . For 
the induction step we may take f E 2C(X/T, Z). We first observe 4 1 sign(p) in 
C(X/T, Z) which implies k = 21, detp E (-l)IT* as is easily seen. Over 
T’ E 2 pr’ is similar to 29, for some T’-anisotropic reduced form ore , hence 
we have a decomposition p = 27 J- Y x (1, -l> over T’. Suppose first r is even 
for all T’ E 2. In this case we have p = 2~~ over T’ E 2. Set p = (al) 1 p’ over 
T, from p = 2~~ over T’ one concludes a, E Dr(27r) = Dr(~i) and after 
cancellation a, E D&p’). Since this is true for all T’ E X it also holds over T by 
assumption and that means p = (aI, 1 a ) J- p” over T. If Y is odd for some 
T” E X then det(p) E -T”. Since det p E (-l)“T* this yields det p E -T and 
finally det p E -T’ for all T’ E 2. Consequently we get a decomposition p = 
2~~ 1 (1, - 1) over all T’ E X. By assumption p must be isotropic over T : p = 
<l, -1) 1 p”. In either case induction applies to the function f’ with 2f’ 
= sign(p”). 
COROLLARY 5.2. The function f E C(X/T, Z) is represented by a form if and 
only if this holds for the restriction off to X/T’ for all T’ with T’ 1 T and 
(K” : T’*) < CO. 
This follows with Corollary 3.4. We shall improve the criterion given by 
Corollary 5.2 in our next theorem. Recall that a preordering T C K is named a 
fan if T + aT = T u aT for all a E K, a $ -T. For the study of fans we refer 
to [I, 31. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let T be a preordering of K. Then for f E C(X/T, I!) the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(a) f is represented by a form. 
(b) The restriction off to X/T’ is represented by a form for all fans T’ with 
T’ 3 T and (K* : T’*) < 00. 
(4 CPEXIT’ f P) = 0 mod 1 X/T’ / for all fans T’ with T’ 3 T and 
(K* : T’*) < CO. 
We mention that a preordering T’ with (K* : T’*) < co is a fan if and only 
if (K* : T’*) = 2 1 X/T’ I. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. (a) -+ (b): Obvious. 
(b) + (c): Let T’ b e a fan with T’ 3 T and (K* : T’*) < co, and suppose 
that f E C(X/T, Z) is represented by a form. We may assume that this form is a 
l-dimensional form (a) with a E K*. Of course for a E T u - T we are through. 
Otherwise we have 
PE&f(P)=~~l-~~l =IX/T’uaT’I-IX/T/u--aT’I, (1) 
where T’ v aT’ and T’ U -aT’ are fans and ((T’ V faT’)* : T’*) = 2. 
Hence by the preceding remark 1 X/T’ u aT’ 1 = / X/T’ u -aT’ I. 
(c) --f (b): Suppose that T,, is a fan with (K*; T*,) < co, f E C(X/T,, , Z), 
and that (c) holds for all T’ with T’ r) T,, . Fix an ordering PO E X/T,, . We set G 
for P*,/T* and G* for its dual group. For P E X/T,, let xP E G* be the character 
aT* t+ sign, (a). Since T is a fan, the map X/T -+ G*, P b xP is a bijection 
which induces an isomorphism of rings 01: C(X/T,, , Z) --f C(G*, h); (m(f))(xp) = 
f(P). Now it is easily seen that the diagram 
CWT, , Z> --s C(G*, Z> 
1 
sign inC1. 
W(k/T,) e + R(G*) (2) 
commutes, where R(G*) is the charactering of G* and /3 is given by (a),O I-+ 
aT*, E G = G** for a E P*. (I t o f 11 ows from the definition of a fan that the 
mapZ[G] --f W(K/T,,); aT*, b (a)TO is an isomorphism.) Sop is an isomorphism. 
Now the l-dimensional characters of G* form an orthonormal basis of C(G*, Q) 
with respect to the inner product: 
<g, h) = & $(x) h(x-7. (3) 
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Thus for g E C(G*, Z) we have 
g = c (x3 g>x. 
XEG 
But 
(x-l, ‘9) = 
Now 
(4) 
& ,g x(x-‘) dx-“) = $q zG* x(4 g(x)* (5) * 
(17 4.m = & x;G (4mx> = (6) 
and also for 1 # x = aT*, with a E P*, we have 
pEx,tFu, ,fP) 
II cl 
= xfzD1 W>)(x) = 0 mod l/2 I X/To I. 
(Apply condition c) to T’ = TO u aT,,). Hence 
(7) 
xz* xw4fN(x) = -xx* (4mx) + 2 X(5 1 WNx> 
3 0 mod 1 G* 1, (8) 
which together with (4) and (5) proves the assertion. 
(b) --+ (a): According to Corollary 5.2 we may assume that (K* : T*) < CO, 
and we proceed by induction on this index. As in [4] we call two orderings PI 
and P2 E X/T related if they are equal or if the associated valuations #(PI) and 
+(P,) are dependent. The relationship is an equivalence relation. For P E X/T 
the class [P] of P consists of P alone if P is archimedean. Otherwise, since X/T 
is finite, the finest coarsening 16 of all the #(P’), P’ E [PI, is again a nontrivial 
valuation, and one has 
PI =X/T,, # = Wd (9) 
In either case we have 
[P] = X/T’ with T’ = n P’ (10) 
P’E[P] 
Hence we get a disjoint decomposition 
X/T = X/T1 u 1.. u X/TV (11) 
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with the properties 
$( TJ and 4( TJ are independent, unless Ti or Tj is an archimedean ordering. (12) 
Anyway one has 
The map K*/T* --f fi K*/T*i; aT* w (aT*, ,..., UT*,) is an 
i=l 
isomorphism of groups. (13) 
Statement (13) follows from the approximation theorem for V-topologies. For 
further information we refer to [4]. 
Case 1. r >, 2. By (13) we have (K* : T*J < (K* : T*), hence by 
induction there are forms pi, i = I,..., r, with f [ X/T, = sign pi [ X/T, . Now 
for all pairs i # j consider a fan of type Tii = Pi n Pj with Pi E X/Ti and 
Pj E X/Tj , Since f ] X/T,, is represented by a form: dim pi z dimpj mod 2, 
hence we may assume dim pi = dimp$ , say pi = (a,$,..., ani>. By (13) we find 
elements b, , . . . , 6, E K* with b, 3 ski mod Ti*, k = l,..., n; i = I,..., Y. Then 
p := (b, )...) b,) represents f. 
Case 2. Y = 1. If X/T consists of just one archimedean ordering, we are 
through. So we may assume that $(T) is non-trivial. Now either 1 X,/T* 1 = 1 
or X,/T* decomposes in at least 2 relationship-classes. Anyway we can apply 
induction to Kd with respect to Td . 
With the notations of Section4we must show that in the diagram of Theorem 4.3 
the element S-l(f) lies in sign W(K,/T,) @ R(G*,J. The map T’ t+ T{a E Ub; 
a + I* E TL*} defines a bijection between the fans T’, of Kd with T’, 1 T6 and 
the fans T’ of K with T’ 3 T and 1 T’ Id = 1 T I6 (the inverse map is given by 
T’ t+ T’,). Now for X,/T+ = (Pdl,..., P,+*} set Ti for the fan of K with T,” = P4i, 
/ T” Id = 1 T lm and T” 3 T. The characteristic functions ei of the Pdi form a 
basis of the Z-module C(X,/T, , Z), hence 
C(XdT~ , Z> 0 C(G*b , Z) = 6 C(G*4 , Z) ei . 
i=l 
(14) 
For S-l(f) = tier + ... + c,e, we get by assumption together with Lemma 4.5, 
applied to the Ti, that ci E R(G*,) for i = l,..., s, hence S-l(f) E C(X,JT, , Z) @ 
R(G*J. Then we apply Lemma 4.5 to all fans T’ with T’ 1 T and j T’ Id = 
1 T IQ . We obtain 
(res @ id) 0 S-l(f) E sign W(K,/T’,) @ R(G*,). (15) 
The Z-module R(G*,) is free and thus flat. Since the T’, run over all fans of Kb 
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which contain T4 , this yields by induction S-r(f) E sign W&/T,) @ R(G*,) 
which we wanted to prove. 
We conclude this section with several remarks: 
Remark 5.4. The equivalence of (b) and (c) in Theorem 5.3 is essentially 
due to R. Brown [7]. Even for fans To with infinite group G := P,*/T*, he 
introduced the Haar-measure TV on the compact group G* such that so* dp = 1. 
Transposing the measure ,U onto X/T, by diagram (2), formula (5) corresponds 
to Brown’s characterization: 
The function f E C(X/T,, , Z) is represented by a form ajf $ fg dp E Z for each 
g E sign W(K/T,,). 
For arbitrary preorderings T one has no measure on X/T with the above 
property (consider for instance the case 1 X/T 1 = 3). 
Remark 5.5. We learn from Theorem 5.3 that the fans form the obstructions 
for a function of C(X/T, Z) to be represented by a form and how these obstruc- 
tions can be measured by congruence-relations. Take for example all trivial funs 
T, i.e. fans T of the type T = PI n Pz with PI , Pz E X/T, say PI # Pz , then 
the congruence f (PI) + f (PJ = 0 mod 2 is equivalent to f (PJ = f (PJ mod 2. 
The trivial fans therefore lead to the trivial parity-relation any function repre- 
sented by a form has necessarily to satisfy. Hence the congruence-relations 
in Theorem 5.3 may be considered as the extensions of the parity-relation 
for quadratic forms just mentioned. 
Remark 5.6. As in [l, 31 we define the stability-index of a pre-ordering 
T C K by st(T) = n if 2V(X/T, Z) C sign W(K) but 2+IC(X/T, Z) Q sign W(K), 
St(T) = cc if 2”C(X/T, Z) q sign W(K) for all n E N. 
We get from diagram (2) and Remark 4.4: 
(a) For a fan T with (K* : T*) = 2 n+l the index st( T) = n. This was 
proved in [l]. Now we obtain from Theorem 5.3: 
(b) 1 + st(T) = sup{(K* : T’*); T’ a fan with T’ 3 T}. For the special 
case T = Q(K) this was found in [3]. 
Of course Theorem 5.3 and this formula for st(T) lead to structure theorems 
on the reduced Wittring W(K/T) f or p reorderings T with fixed stability index. 
For example one gets 
St(T) < 1 0 sign W(K/T) = Z + 2C(X/T, Z), 
a result which is well known. 
Remark 5.7. One might ask whether Proposition 5.1 admits a converse 
that means if X is a set of preorderings T’ r) T such that f E Z 1 + 2C(X/T, Z) 
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can be represented by a form if the same holds forf / X/T’ for all T’ E 2: does (*) 
then hold for Z ? This is not true, as the following example shows: 
Let K be a field with exactly three orderings PI , Pz , P, . Choose ai E k with 
ai E Pi , ai $ Pj for j # i, i, i = 1,2, 3. The forms pi = (1, ai) are anisotropic 
over T 0 :== PI n Pz n P, , but over each of the six possible fans PI , Pz , P, , 
PI n P2 , PI n P, , Pz n P, one of the forms pi , i = 1, 2, 3, is isotropic. Now 
put K = k((x))(( y)); K has a henselian valuation 4 with k as residueclassfield 
and 1, i x L+, , I Y IQ , I XY IQ as representatives for the four square-classes of 
1 K* Id . Next we define p = p1 1 xp2 I ypS . Investigation of the residueclass- 
forms shows that p is T-anisotropic for T = Q(K). But p is T’-anisotropic for all 
fans T’ of K. So in view of theorem 5.3 the converse of proposition 5.1 with 
respect to the set 2 of all fans is not true. 
Remark 5.8. One should compare diagram (2) with that of Theorem 4.3. 
In fact both coincide for T = T, if Tb is a single ordering. Then T is a fan and 
we may identify W(K,/T,) with h and X/T with G*, . Moreover the obvious 
isomorphism G* = 1 K* /,J T !b + P/T = G yields a section (T under which 
both diagrams coincide for G = Gd , if one replaces W(K) by W(K/T) in the 
diagram of Theorem 4.3. 
6. EXACTNESS OF PREORDERINGS 
According to R. Brown [8] we shall define the notion of exactness of a pre- 
ordering T of a real field K and prove the conjecture, stated by R. Brown, that 
all preorderings are exact. In fact Brown considers only the case, where T = 
Q(K) and thus speaks about the exactness of K. Under the assumption of this 
conjecture another nice description of the reduced Wittring was given in [8]. 
For a place X: K --f k u 00 we denote by q(x) the valuation associated with X. 
We call real places the places K + aB u co and set M(K) or M for the collection 
of all of them. Then we set 
where T is a preordering of K. Of course M/Q(K) = M. Now for P E X = X(K) 
and 4 = 4(P) the canonical place K -+ Kd U 03 followed by the unique order- 
preserving imt!edding (K+ , P,& -+ Iw is a real place A(P) E M/T. 
With these notations we immediately get 
PROPOSITION 6.1. (a) The map X/T -+ M/T; P F+ A(P) is surjective. The 
fibres consist of the classes under the equivalence relation P - P’ iff 4(P) = $(P’) 
and P4(,,) = P’Q(P,l . 
(b) For p E M/T the set T, := T{x E K / 0 < p(x) < CQ} is a fun. 
Moreover T,, = nPEX,TiA(P)=u P.
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(c) X/T,, = (PC X/T 1 h(P) = p}, thus there is a disjoint decomposition 
X/T = LMIT XlTu . 
Remark 6.2. The fans T, are of special nature, namely T, is compatible with 
4(p) and ( Tu)d(rr~ is a single (archimedean) ordering. We may apply the construc- 
tions of Section 4. In particular the fibre X/T,, is homeomorphic to the 
topological charactergroup G*, of G, : = Gm = I K* Ldl T* I+(,A . (Note that 
I T* La(p) = I T*u /cm .> 
We provide M/T with the topology induced by the map P F+ h(P). Then 
M/T is again compact but not disconnected in,general. For instance if K = b!(x), 
then M = M(K) is homeomorphic to the real projective line. 
Now for T = T, we recall the diagram of Theorem 4.3. Since (T,),(,) is a 
single ordering, we identify W(K&T,,,,) and C(X&( T,),(J) with Z and get 
the commutative diagram 
W(K) signu + C(X/T, , Z) 
I 
Pu 
I 
a-1 
WA &-+ C(G*, , 0 P,, := p+(u) 
This construction depends on a section u: G,, + K*/T*, . 
But by remark 4.6 the map p,,: W(K) + Z/2Z[G,] is independent of u. Since 
ker p,, = ker sign, = J(K, T,) we may define a map&: sign, W(K) -+ Z/2Z[G,] 
by A(sign,(T)) = L%(+ 
Remark 6.3. For the case T = Q(K) R. Brown considers, instead of the 
above map pu , the canonical morphism W(K) + W(K,), where K, is the ultra- 
completion of K with respect to II, but the kernel of this map is ](K, TJ, too. 
Hence we may forget the ultracompletions. 
Now we fix a preordering T of K. Suppose thatfE C(X/T, Z) is represented 
by a form, sayf = sign(r). Then of course we have 
(a) f 1 X/T,, E sign, W(K) for all p E M/T, but the converse does not hold 
in general because there are relations among the f 1 X/T,: 
For A, p E M/T set 4 = +(A, CL) for the finest common coarsening 4(h) A $(p) 
of +(A) and $(P) and GA,, for G,a+) = I K* l~~~.d T* IAL,J . The canonical 
epimorphisms GA + G,,, and G,, -+ GA,, induce epimorphisms 
We set +A,, := k,,, 0 $n and &,,A := ku,A o +,, . Now once more suppose that 
f E C(X/T, Z) is represented by a form. Then with the above notations one 
obviously has 
(b) 4df I WTJ = h,df I WTJ forall A7 P E M/r 
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According to R. Brown [8] we call a preordering exact, if each f~ C(X/T, Z) 
which fulfills the above conditions (a) and (b), is represented by a form. If this 
holds for T = Q(K), then K is called exact. 
Remark 6.4. For f~ C(X/T, Z) condition (a) may be checked by means of 
the integral-test in remark 5.4. 
THEOREM 6.5. Every preordering T of a real field K is exact. 
Suppose that f E C(X/T, Z). First we prove 
LEMMA 6.6. f is represented by a form, if (and only if) f 1 X/T, n T, is 
represented by a form for all A, TV E MIT. 
Proof. Let T’ be a fan with T’ 3 T. In view of Theorem 5.3 we show that 
f 1 X/T’ is represented by a form. Now by Theorem (2.7) of [3] it can be seen 
that MIT’ consists of at most 2 places h, p E MIT where T’ 3 Th n T,, . This 
proves the lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem. Now suppose that f fulfills conditions (a) and (b). By 
the lemma we want to show that f 1 X/T,, n T,, is represented by a form for any 
two places h, p E M/T. If h = II, this is clear by condition (a). Suppose h # II, 
and that the forms or and ~a represent f 1 X/TA and f 1 X/T, respectively. 
We first show X/( T,+ n T,) = (X/T,J u (X/T,,). Assume P 3 TA n T, and 
A(P), h, p all different. A direct application of [6, (2.1)B] or an iterated use of the 
approximation theorem for V-topologies proves the existence of a E K* with 
0 < A(a) < co, 0 < p(a) < CO, 0 < -X(P)(a) < cc which contradicts the 
assumption P 3 TA n T, . Thus we must only find a form 7 with sign T = sign ri 
under restriction to X/T,, and X/T, respectively. Now by condition (b) we have 
for 4 = $(h, p) and the residueclass-form map p,+ that in the expressions 
the residueclass-forms Fi(g) have the same dimension mod 2 for fixed g and 
i = 1,2, hence w.1.o.g. they have the same dimension at all. Now by properties 
(12) and (13) of $5 we find forms T(g) E W(K,/( TA n TJ,& with sign F(g) = 
sign T,(g) on X,/(T,), and sign F(g) = sign sa(g) on X&T&, for all g E Gb . 
Then the form 7 we look for is one with the property ~~(7) = xgeCb r(g)g. It 
surely exists since 
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